We hypothesized that sympathetic baroreflex mediated uncoupling between neural sympathetic discharge pattern and arterial pressure (AP) fluctuations at 0.1 Hz during baroreceptor unloading might promote orthostatic pre-syncope. Ten volunteers (32 ± 6 years) underwent electrocardiogram, beat-to-beat AP, respiratory activity and muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA) recordings while supine (REST) and during 80 • head-up tilt (HUT) followed by −10 mmHg stepwise increase of lower body negative pressure until pre-syncope. Cardiac and sympathetic baroreflex sensitivity were quantified. Spectrum analysis of systolic and diastolic AP (SAP and DAP) and calibrated MSNA (cMSNA) variability assessed the low frequency fluctuations (LF,~0.1 Hz) of SAP, DAP and cMSNA variability. The squared coherence function (K 2 ) quantified the coupling between cMSNA and DAP in the LF band. Analyses were performed while supine, during asymptomatic HUT (T 1 ) and at pre-syncope onset (T 2 ). During T 2 we found that: (1) sympathetic baroreceptor modulation was virtually abolished compared to T 1 ; (2) a progressive decrease in AP was accompanied by a persistent but chaotic sympathetic firing; (3) coupling between cMSNA and AP series at 0.1 Hz was reduced compared to T 1 . A negligible sympathetic baroreceptor modulation during pre-syncope might disrupt sympathetic discharge pattern impairing the capability of vessels to constrict and promote pre-syncope.
Data Analysis
ECG, arterial pressure (AP), respiratory activity, and MSNA were digitized at 500 Hz by an analog-to-digital converter (AT-MIO 16E2; National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) and recorded on the hard disk of a personal computer for off-line analysis. Systolic arterial pressure (SAP) was computed as the maximum AP in a given heart period approximated as the temporal distance between two successive R-wave peaks detected in the ECG. Diastolic arterial pressure (DAP) was computed as the minimum arterial pressure following SAP. The temporal occurrences of the MSNA burst and DAP were also stored. Data analysis was performed on 5 minutes of supine position (REST), on 5 min of HUT in the absence of orthostatic intolerance symptoms (T 1 ) and on the period just preceding the interruption of HUT (T 2 ) because of the onset of pre-syncope signs and/or symptoms, as described in the experimental protocol. The time series length of REST and T 1 comprised 300 consecutive beats. The duration of T 2 was kept shorter than that of REST and T 1 to operate in the "quasi" stationary conditions, imposed by the stepwise protocol and by the duration of the pre-syncope symptoms and signs, the onset of which forced the break of the gravitational stimulus. The mean duration of T 2 was 2 min.
Power Spectral Analysis of RR Interval and SAP Variability
Indices of cardiovascular autonomic profile were obtained by RR interval, SAP and respiratory activity variabilities, as assessed by power spectrum analysis techniques, described in detail elsewhere [26, 27] . Two major oscillatory components can be identified and quantified from RR interval variability. The high frequency (HF RR ) component (0.15 Hz to 0.4 Hz), a recognized index of the vagal efferent modulation directed to the sinoatrial node [27] , and the low frequency (LF RR ) component (0.04 Hz to 0.15 Hz), which reflects sympathetic and vagal modulation. During orthostatic stress normalized LF RR is thought to primarily reflect the sympathetic modulation of the sinoatrial node activity and of its changes [8, 26] , although its functional meaning is still debated [28, 29] . The LF RR /HF RR ratio, a dimensionless index, assesses the sympatho-vagal relationship modulating the cardiac sinoatrial node [8, 26] . The low frequency oscillatory component of SAP variability, LF SAP, is an indirect index of the sympathetic vasomotor control [8, 30] .
MSNA Assessment and Calibrated MSNA (cMSNA) Series
Sympathetic bursts were detected by an adaptive threshold method where the burst detection threshold was updated on a beat-to-beat basis to follow baseline wandering and physiological variations of the MSNA burst amplitude [9] . The MSNA peaks overcoming the adaptive threshold were considered as MSNA bursts. To account for the latency from the AP sensing to the possible sympathetic response [31, 32] , the MSNA burst was searched in a temporal window ranging from 0.9 to 1.7 s starting from the first R-wave peak delimiting the current cardiac cycle [9] .
Tonic MSNA markers were evaluated in the time domain and expressed in bursts/minute or bursts/100 beats.
In the present study the calibrated MSNA (cMSNA) was used to assess the MSNA variability and its link with the cardiovascular rhythms. As reported in detail by Marchi et al. [33] , the cMSNA values were obtained as the number of detected MSNA bursts in a running window of 5 s divided by the window length. The resulting time series preserves dimensionality typical of an integrated neural discharge [33] (i.e., bursts per second). The beat-to-beat variability of cMSNA series allows the assessment of the modulation of the burst rate as operated by the sympathetic control. As a consequence of the definition of the cMSNA series, the mean of cMSNA is expressed as bursts/s. Phasic MSNA markers were assessed in the frequency domain analysis from the cMSNA variability.
In the present study, phasic cMSNA indexes were computed in the low frequency (LF, 0.04-0.15 Hz) and in the high frequency (HF,~0.25 Hz) band.
Relationship between MSNA and DAP Oscillations in the Frequency Domain
Autoregressive spectrum analysis of DAP and cMSNA variability provided the power of the LF and HF fluctuations of DAP (LF DAP and HF DAP ) and cMSNA variability (LF cMSNA and HF cMSNA ) [8, 33, 34] . The squared coherence function (K 2 ) quantified the amount of linear coupling between oscillatory components centered at the same frequency in different signal variabilities. In particular, cross-spectral analysis allowed the calculation of K 2 cMSNA-DAP , computed as the ratio of the cMSNA-DAP square cross-spectrum modulus divided by the product of the power spectra of cMSNA and DAP series [8, 35] . K 2 cMSNA-DAP was sampled in correspondence with the central frequency of the DAP components detected in the LF and HF band, K 2 cMSNA-DAP (LF) and K 2 cMSNA-DAP (HF) [35] . Cross-spectrum and power spectra involved in the calculation of K 2 cMSNA-DAP were assessed by a bivariate autoregressive approach. The coefficients of the bivariate autoregressive model were identified via traditional least squares method and the model order was fixed to 10 [35] .
The stationarity of the selected sequence was tested according to Magagnin et al. [36] over the original series after linear detrending. If the test for the steadiness of mean and variance was not fulfilled, a new selection was carried out again until the fulfillment of the prerequisites for restricted weak stationarity [36] . Testing the stationarity of the mean is necessary even after linear de-trending. Indeed, the cardiovascular variability trends are more complex and are not fully addressed by a simple linear approach.
Cardiac Baroreflex Modulation (cBRS)
The cardiac baroreflex sensitivity (cBRS) was assessed by two approaches: In the frequency domain by the alpha index (α) [8, 26] as a square root of the ratio between LF RR and LF SAP .
In the time domain according to the baroreflex sequence analysis [35, 37, 38] . The sequence analysis searches for sequences characterized by the contemporaneous increase (positive sequence) or decrease (negative sequence) of RR and SAP values. The slope of the regression line between each pairing of SAP and RR values was calculated over each sequence. cBRSseq corresponds to the average of all considered slopes and is expressed as ms/mmHg.
Sympathetic Neural Discharge Baroreflex Modulation (sBRS)
Assessment of sBRS was based on how the DAP value relates to the occurrence of an MSNA burst, accounting for the baroreflex latency [39] . sBRS gain was assessed by the slope of the regression line between DAP values grouped into bins of 1 mmHg and the percentage of times we detected a MSNA burst associated to the considered values of DAP. Notably, the correlation coefficient (r sBRS ) had to be significant, i.e., p < 0.05 [18, 40] . Since the slope is a negative value, the steeper the slope the higher the sBRS gain. Conversely, when the slope tends to 0 (flatter pattern), then the sBRS gain decreases. Therefore, a flattening of the DAP-MSNA relationship implies a loss of baroreceptor-mediated sympathetic vasomotor control.
Statistics
Continuous variables are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. The normality of data was tested via the Shapiro-Wilk test. One-way ANOVA for repeated measures followed by Holm-Sidak's post hoc test was used. The level of significance was set at 5%. SigmaPlot 11 (Systat Software Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used to perform the statistical analysis. Figure 1 illustrates spontaneous rhythmic oscillations of sympathetic neural discharge, respiratory activity and hemodynamic parameters recorded in a representative volunteer at rest and during the asymptomatic (central panels, T 1 ) and pre-syncope phase (right panels, T 2 ) of the 80 • upright tilt and LBNP additional stimulus. During asymptomatic tilt, the sympathetic discharge activity (MSNA) was grouped in series of bursts occurring about every 10 s, i.e., at 0.1 Hz. This discharge pattern was linked to previous AP valleys. Similarly, HR increased with each blood pressure fall and decreased with blood pressure increase. When the subject experienced pre-syncopal symptoms and signs including nausea, pallor and sweating (symptomatic tilt, T 2 ), sympathetic discharge activity while still being present became disorganized compared to T 1 , as highlighted by the drawn squared window. In spite of such a persistent sympathetic discharge activity to the vessels, arterial pressure decreased and tended to lose its rhythmic 10 s spontaneous fluctuations. Instead, arterial pressure fluctuations coupled to respiration became evident (squared window on the right panels). During T 2, HR slightly increased compared to asymptomatic tilt. Table 1 summarizes the mean values of the hemodynamic parameters, respiratory activity and neurophysiological estimates of sympathetic activity at rest, during the asymptomatic (T 1 ) and symptomatic (T 2 ) phases of tilt, in the studied population. During T 1 , MSNA in burst/min remarkably increased, systolic and diastolic arterial pressures and respiratory rate remained stable, whereas RR interval was reduced. During T 2 , neural sympathetic discharge activity to the vessels was still high, whereas blood pressure significantly decreased along with R-R interval, i.e. the temporal distance between two consecutive R-wave peaks, although not significantly, compared to T 1 . Respiratory rate was similar in the three conditions. Figure 1 . Individual traces of arterial pressure (AP), integrated muscle sympathetic nerve activity (MSNA), heart rate (HR) and respiratory activity (Respiration), recorded in a representative subject while supine (REST), during the asymptomatic phase of a 80° head-up tilt (T1) and during late tilt just before the pre-syncope onset (T2). The right squared window highlights the pre-syncope changes: notice the enduring but chaotic neural sympathetic discharge activity as compared with MSNA trace at T1 characterized by rhythmic sympathetic firing at 0.1 Hz (i.e., a cycle every 10 seconds); also, please note the concomitant progressive hypotension in spite of the compensatory tachycardia and sympathetic neural activity to the vessels (see above for further explanations). Table 1 summarizes the mean values of the hemodynamic parameters, respiratory activity and neurophysiological estimates of sympathetic activity at rest, during the asymptomatic (T1) and symptomatic (T2) phases of tilt, in the studied population. During T1, MSNA in burst/min remarkably increased, systolic and diastolic arterial pressures and respiratory rate remained stable, whereas RR interval was reduced. During T2, neural sympathetic discharge activity to the vessels was still high, whereas blood pressure significantly decreased along with R-R interval, i.e. the temporal distance between two consecutive R-wave peaks, although not significantly, compared to T1. Respiratory rate was similar in the three conditions. . The right squared window highlights the pre-syncope changes: notice the enduring but chaotic neural sympathetic discharge activity as compared with MSNA trace at T 1 characterized by rhythmic sympathetic firing at 0.1 Hz (i.e., a cycle every 10 s); also, please note the concomitant progressive hypotension in spite of the compensatory tachycardia and sympathetic neural activity to the vessels (see above for further explanations). Table 2 summarizes changes in cardiac baroreceptor gain (α index and cBRSseq) and the index of sympathetic baroreceptor modulation (sBRS) observed in the population at rest, during T 1 and T 2 . Notice that both indices declined during T 1 and further decreased during T 2 . In addition, the decrease was significant for the index of sympathetic baroreflex modulation (sBRS) which tended to zero. This suggests a virtual absence of baroreceptor inhibitory influence on the vascular sympathetic control in the pre-syncope phase. Table 2 . Arterial Baroreflex control of heart rate (α index and cBRSseq) and baroreceptor modulation of MSNA (sBRS) while supine (REST), during the asymptomatic phase of tilt (T 1 ) and the period of tilt just preceding syncope (T 2 ). Values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Results of the frequency domain analysis of RR interval, SAP and cMSNA variability are synthesized in Table 3 . Compared with the supine position, the gravitational challenge (T 1 ) increased the LF/HF RR ratio suggesting a prevailing cardiac sympathetic modulation, enhanced LF SAP pointing to an increased sympathetic vasomotor control and decreased HF RR suggesting a decline of the cardiac vagal modulatory activity, as expected. During asymptomatic T 1 , the power of the LF oscillatory component of cMSNA variability (LF cMSNA ) increased, whereas HF cMSNA slightly decreased compared to rest. The linear relationship between the spontaneous fluctuations in the low frequency band of cMSNA and DAP, as assessed by K 2 MSNA-DAP (LF), was greater than 0.5 during T 1 , suggesting an enhanced coupling between the two signals compared to rest. Compared to T 1 , during T 2 there was a slight reduction in the LH/HF RR ratio and in the power of the low frequency components of RR interval (LF RR in n.u.), SAP and cMSNA variability with a concomitant tendency to shift the remaining power towards the HF oscillatory components. Accordingly, the linear coupling between LF DAP and LF cMSNA , i.e., K 2 cMSNA-DAP (LF), significantly decreased compared to T 1 . Table 3 . Spectral parameters of autonomic function while supine (REST), during the asymptomatic phase of tilt (T 1 ) and the period of tilt just preceding syncope (T 2 ). Values are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. In the upper panels of Figure 2 , the individual changes in HR, SAP and MSNA are depicted, as observed in the study population during the three intervals of interest. During T 2 notice that both MSNA and HR were maintained in the presence of the SAP decline, compared to T 1 . These changes were consistent in almost all subjects. As depicted in the upper middle panel, notice that the subject with the greatest SAP values did not show a significant decline of SAP during T 2 . This subject complained from an early onset of orthostatic intolerance symptoms. Thus, the gravitational stimulus was broken off by the physician in charge before the development of significant hypotension. variability; LFcMSNA: low frequency oscillatory component of calibrated MSNA; K 2 cMSNA-DAP(LF) coherence between the low frequency oscillatory components of calibrated MSNA and DAP variability; HFcMSNA: high frequency component of calibrated MSNA variability.
Results

Parameters
In the upper panels of Figure 2 , the individual changes in HR, SAP and MSNA are depicted, as observed in the study population during the three intervals of interest. During T2 notice that both MSNA and HR were maintained in the presence of the SAP decline, compared to T1. These changes were consistent in almost all subjects. As depicted in the upper middle panel, notice that the subject with the greatest SAP values did not show a significant decline of SAP during T2. This subject complained from an early onset of orthostatic intolerance symptoms. Thus, the gravitational stimulus was broken off by the physician in charge before the development of significant hypotension. 
Discussion
The main finding of the present study is that during pre-syncope, cardiac baroreflex gain decreased further and sympathetic baroreceptor modulation was virtually abolished compared to asymptomatic HUT and the supine position. These changes were associated with a further mild decrease in RR interval and progressive significant blood pressure reduction despite persistently high but chaotic sympathetic discharge activity to the vessels (MSNA). These neural and hemodynamic modifications were associated with a loss of the linear coupling at 0.1 Hz between the sympathetic firing pattern (LFcMSNA) and vascular oscillatory responses indicated by LFDAP and LFSAP.
We took advantage of the strict protocol that was set to address the problem of pre-syncope within a much larger study aimed at assessing the medium-term effects of bed confinement, 
The main finding of the present study is that during pre-syncope, cardiac baroreflex gain decreased further and sympathetic baroreceptor modulation was virtually abolished compared to asymptomatic HUT and the supine position. These changes were associated with a further mild decrease in RR interval and progressive significant blood pressure reduction despite persistently high but chaotic sympathetic discharge activity to the vessels (MSNA). These neural and hemodynamic modifications were associated with a loss of the linear coupling at 0.1 Hz between the sympathetic firing pattern (LF cMSNA ) and vascular oscillatory responses indicated by LF DAP and LF SAP .
We took advantage of the strict protocol that was set to address the problem of pre-syncope within a much larger study aimed at assessing the medium-term effects of bed confinement, granted by the European Space Agency [24] . Indeed, our healthy volunteers underwent a HUT maneuver up to 80 • , followed by a progressive −10 mmHg lower body negative pressure administration until the onset of pre-syncope signs and symptoms. Therefore, we could reproduce a pre-syncope in all volunteers, independently of their individual orthostatic tolerance [1, 41, 42] .
The results of the current study are in keeping with previous observations suggesting that the gains of both cardiac [3, 5, 16] and sympathetic baroreceptor control [5, 16, 17, 20] decrease before syncope. However, in previous investigations arterial pressure modifications were obtained by infusing vasoactive drugs such as phenylephrine or nitroprusside. These compounds per se might have influenced carotid arteries wall tension, thus affecting the final response of carotid and aortic stretch receptors. In contrast, we assessed the cardiac baroreceptor sensitivity both in the time domain, by evaluating the spontaneous changes in RR interval as a response to arterial pressure modifications, and in the frequency domain by the index alpha, as previously used in vasovagal syncope by others [43] . The index alpha takes into account spontaneous fluctuations of heart rate and arterial pressure at 0.1 Hz, being therefore independent of external interventions. Similarly, we used the probabilistic approach [39, 40] based on the likelihood of sympathetic burst occurrence per mmHg of diastolic arterial pressure spontaneous changes to assess sympathetic baroreflex control. In a preliminary study [18] , the methodology proved to be effective in tracking baroreceptor sympathetic modulation before syncope. In keeping with our data, the gain of carotid-cardiac and carotid-vascular baroreflex response curves were found to be impaired before syncope in individuals undergoing a pressure perturbation of the carotid areas of the neck during a tilt test maneuver [44] .
A novel technical feature of the present study is that the series derived from MSNA variability are intrinsically calibrated [33, 40] . This was obtained on a beat-to-beat basis by means of a time moving window of 5 s and the assessment of the number of bursts within such a window by an adaptive threshold procedure, thus preserving the dimensionality of the integrated neural discharge activity, i.e., bursts per unit of time [33] . Such a method may overcome the limits of a more traditional approach based on the use of a simple low-pass filtering [8, 34] . The latter may potentially alter the burst area and amplitude. In addition, this strategy makes the MSNA series sensitive to factors other than the neural traffic such as the position of the electrode, its proximity to the bundle, number of active units, amplification gain, and effects of noise superposed to the MSNA signal. In order to limit the effect of those confounders, MSNA series require the normalization of any index to that derived from a baseline condition and to assess the markers as percent variation. However, any normalization introduces the dependency of the result on the selection of the control condition and the normalization algebra, the most utilized metric being the ratio of the marker computed in a given condition to that in the control session [9] . The application of this strategy enabled us to find an association between the low frequency (LF) power of SAP variability and the normalized LF power of the MSNA series [34] and its increase during an orthostatic challenge [8] . Conversely, the present calibrated beat-to-beat variability series of MSNA is expressed in typical units of the integrated neural activity signal (i.e., burst per seconds) and represents the modulation of the frequency of the MSNA bursts. Remarkably, the LF power of this calibrated MSNA series was correlated with tilt table angles during HUT and to the LF power of SAP [33] .
A striking finding of the present study was the progressive decline in blood pressure during pre-syncope in the presence of tachycardia and a persistent neural sympathetic firing to the vessels. The coupling between diastolic arterial pressure and MSNA before syncope was previously addressed in young adults by the use of the phase synchronization index [11] . This index increased during early tilt compared to supine position but dramatically declined before orthostatic syncope, pointing to a loss of synchronization between the two variables, in keeping with our observation. In the current study, MSNA was even slightly greater during pre-syncope than during the asymptomatic phase of tilt.
Taken together these observations deserve some comments. First, while in the past, vasovagal syncope was described as being preceded by sympathetic neural silence [5, 16, 45, 46] , more recently other authors observed persistent MSNA before the loss of consciousness [20, [46] [47] [48] [49] . These findings suggest that mechanisms other than complete neural sympathetic withdrawal may promote orthostatic vasovagal syncope. However, in these studies it is unclear whether a complete loss of consciousness was achieved in the patients.
As to the current investigation, all subjects reached the pre-syncope stage with the combination of the tilt maneuver and the LBNP procedure, with orthostatic intolerance symptoms, significant hypotension and sometimes bradycardia were present and prompted the break of the orthostatic challenge. None of the subjects lost consciousness. Indeed, according to European Space Agency (ESA) policy, in the present study the gravitational stimulus was interrupted by the physician in charge who acted as a third party, not being part of the study team.
Second, while the neural sympathetic firing pattern was organized after a prevailing discharge activity at 0.1 Hz during the asymptomatic phase of tilt, thus mimicking analogous spontaneous fluctuations in heart rate [8] and systolic arterial pressure [8, 10] , the pre-syncope period was characterized by a highly disordered sympathetic activity to the vessels. This phenomenon is evident by visual inspection in the current and in previous studies by Cooke et al. [20] and Kamiya et al. [10] . Moreover, in the present study we observed a decrease of the LF cMSNA oscillatory component of MSNA variability during pre-syncope compared with asymptomatic tilt. In contrast, the respiratory related oscillatory component of MSNA variability HF cMSNA increased during pre-syncope, when vagal activity was likely enhanced, highlighting the link between respiration and sympathetic efferent discharge activity [50] that can be mediated by vagal afferents [51] .
Third, in our study the low frequency oscillation of systolic and diastolic blood pressure decreased during pre-syncope compared to asymptomatic tilt. Not surprisingly, the linear coupling between blood pressure and MSNA variability at 0.1 Hz was reduced, as quantified by K 2 cMSNA-DAP (LF). This points to a loss of synchronicity between the two oscillatory phenomena before syncope.
Fourth, in humans the physical properties of the vascular smooth muscle restrain the transduction of neurally mediated vasoconstriction to a narrow frequency range, with an optimal response at 0.1 Hz. Indeed, by using laser-Doppler flowmetry and sympathetic nerve electrical stimulation, Stauss and colleagues found that the largest decrease in skin blood flow was obtained during a stimulation frequency centered around 0.1 Hz [22] . In keeping with those observations are the results obtained from individuals with rare MSNA burst rate [23] . In these subjects, single sympathetic burst sequences occurred with a period of about 10 s. This further supports the concept that in humans there is a preferential frequency of sympathetic discharge activity to the vessels centered around 0.1 Hz [23] .
Limitations of the Study and Future Developments
A limitation of the present study is the small sample size, i.e., 10 individuals. Therefore, the p values we provide in the manuscript have to be interpreted within a simple exploratory purpose, aimed at setting the line for future ad-hoc studies possibly based on a greater population, rather than a way to draw definitive conclusions.
It has to be highlighted that the current study was part of a complex and comprehensive protocol granted by the ESA, aimed at addressing the mid-term after-effects of −6 • head-down bed confinement on several biochemical, morphological, cardiovascular and neural autonomic human variables. The overall protocol involved a number of European research groups, each addressing a specific sub-issue. ESA provided the facilities at DLR in Cologne and ESA doctors screened the volunteers' health state and psychological profile. Their number was defined by ESA specialists. We had no say in the matter and could study only the 10 male subjects who were found suitable to enter the general protocol.
On the other hand, it has to be pointed out that the uniqueness and completeness of the DLR facilities, including the presence of nurses and technical staff supporting the volunteers, the availability of advanced signals acquisition systems and the Tilt table test plus the lower body negative pressure devices, while enabling us to induce a safe pre-syncope episode in all the subjects, will make future protocols involving larger populations quite difficult without the help of these facilities.
Conclusions
We suggest that the loss of synchronicity at 0.1 Hz of the sympathetic efferent nerve firing before pre-syncope might limit the capability of the vasculature to constrict in response to sympathetic firing. The response is likely related to an exceedingly attenuated sympathetic baroreflex modulation. Indeed, we observed reduced coupling between the cMSNA-DAP in the LF band during pre-syncope. Such a loss of effectiveness of the sympathetic vasomotor control would promote a progressive blood pressure fall and the onset of pre-syncope signs and symptoms upon standing, in spite of a vigorous compensatory tachycardia.
Our findings could have implications above and beyond vasovagal syncope. Sympathetic activity in addition to regulating blood pressure and heart rate heralds cardiovascular risk. However, so far very few studies have investigated the oscillatory component of sympathetic activity and how this signal contributes to cardiovascular control and organ damage. Our study provides an impetus to study this property in more detail. Funding: This work was funded by the European Space Agency grant AO-06-BR-18 and by a liberal donation from Ecker Technology SAGL, Lugano, Switzerland. A.D. is supported by the National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute of the National Health (Award Number NIH 1R56HL142583, R01 HL142583). We did not receive funds to cover publication costs.
